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 In the typological literature, there has long been an interest in valency and in 

particular cross-linguistic differences in expressions of valency. It has been 
claimed that languages differ in basic valency orientation. This paper looks at 
universals of valency through considering changes in valency markers, acquisition, 
etc. It argues basic valency depends on the semantic features of the verb and not 
on the language. 

 
1. Introduction 
Haspelmath (1993), Nichols (1993), Abraham (1997), Nichols, Peterson & Barnes (2004), 
Comrie (2006), and Plank & Lahiri (2009) suggest that languages have a basic valency 
orientation that shows itself in being morphologically simpler than the non-basic one. 
Many of these authors (e.g. Nichols and Comrie) note a diachronic stability although 
Modern English differs markedly from its Germanic neighbors in having more labile and 
more transitive verbs.  
 
Some questions: 
a. Is there a universal typical valency, as e.g. Haspelmath (1993) sets out to find? 
b. Does looking for basic valency in the way of Haspelmath and Nichols et al. make 

sense? See Plank & Lahiri (2009) and Chinese!  
c. Is basic valency a historical accident? 
d. Are certain verbs easier to process (as McKoon & MacFarland 2000 argue) and 

are they acquired earlier? 
e. Causatives seem more complex than anti-causatives: number of arguments etc. So, 

why are there any anti-causativization processes? 
 
2. Measuring basic valency 
Haspelmath (1993) examines inchoative/causative pairs to classify verbs as having 
special marking for causatives (C), anti-causatives (A), and non-directives (labile L, 
equipollent E, and suppletive S). For instance, in Russian, the causative is unmarked and 
its basic pattern is therefore anti-causative (A) marked.  
 
C: fonder - faire fonder `melt’ 
A: katat’sja – katat `roll’ 
E: atumaru – atumeru `gather’ (all from Haspelmath 1993: 91-92) 
L: roll - roll 
S: die - kill  
 
Haspelmath looks at 31 verb sets in 21 languages; his table is reproduced as Table 1. 
Could these patterns depend on areal and genetic tendencies? 
                                                 
1 Many thanks to Hui Ling Yang for discussion about Chinese and for data and to Mohammed Al-Rashed 
for discussion. 
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Table 1: Basic Valency (from Haspelmath 1993: 101)2. 
 
Nichols et al (2004) examine 18 verbs in 80 languages to determine what changes they 
undergo, transitivizing, detransitivizing, neutral, and indeterminate. Their set is broader 
than Haspelmath’s and looks at the addition and removal of grammatical A and O. 
Russian shows A-reduction through a reflexive -sja in (1) and a passive. Hence, as in 
Haspelmath, Russian is detransitivizing (note that the numbers don’t add up to 18). 
 
(1) a. učit’ `teach’  učit’-sja  `learn’  Russian 
 b. razbit’ `break’  razbit’-sja  `break’ 
 
Nichols et al. (2004)’s data for some languages appear in Table 2. Nichols et al use 
Augmented for transitivizing, Reduced for detransitivizing, Ambitransitive for labile, use 
Suppletion, but have various subcategories of Equipollent. I’ll keep the same labels as in 
Haspelmath noting that Nichols et al’s verb sets are not restricted to causative 
alternations. Note also that their numbers may include more than 18 for each language if 
there are synonymous verb pairs. 
 

                                                 
2 Haspelmath, Nichols et al., and Comrie use .5 to indicate there is more than one possible set. 
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  A  C  E  L  S 
Russian 10.5  0  0  0  9 
German 5  1  1  6  4 
English no data  
Arabic  4  9.5  13.5  3.5  1 
Chinese 1.5  7  .5  5.5  4.5 
Malay  0  13  3  1  1 
Swahili 4  11.5  1  0  1.5 
Table 2: A few languages of the data in Nichols et al (2004: 189-196) 
 
Malay in Table 2 is fairly similar to Indonesian in Table 1 but the numbers for German 
and Swahili differ a lot between the tables. Chinese is not present in Table 1 but, as we’ll 
see, the data in Table 2 for Chinese may be slightly different. Nichols et al.’s own tables 
split up the data between verbs whose S/O is animate or inanimate. 
 
The two tables show some areal or genetic preferences but also the possibility of quick 
changes, e.g. English. PIE may not have been transitive but active (Sapir 1917, Klimov 
1974, Lehmann 1974, Bauer 2000). In general, there are few 
transitivizing/detransitivizing strategies in IE (Haspelmath & Müller-Bardey 2004: 1141). 
 
Plank & Lahiri (2009) criticize Nichols et al’s view that German is detransitivizing. Their 
main argument is that strong verbs in German(ic) are associated with intransitivity and 
weak ones with transitivity. Transitive verbs “tended to be derived from intransitive 
verbs” by means of an –i- suffix, and the direction would therefore be transitivizing. I 
agree with Plank & Lahiri that the –i- suffix plays a major role and I will argue that not 
much changed in the structural representation except the loss of the affix. 
 
Back to a universal basic valency. Is it possible? Does the basic valency depend on the 
semantics of the verb? 
 
3. Verb types 
Nichols et al’s 18 verbs are listed in Table 3. The first nine verbs in Table 1 have an 
animate S/O with some kind of agency (hence called animate verbs) whereas the second 
set of nine verbs has an inanimate S/O (hence called inanimate verbs). 
 

Table 3: Alternating verbs in Nichols et al (2004: 156) (slightly adapted) 

 S   A and O  S   A and O 
1 laugh   make laugh 10 boil    boil 
2 die   kill  11 burn   burn 
3 sit   seat  12 break   break 
4 eat   feed  13 open   open 
5 learn   teach  14 dry   (make) dry 
6 see   show  15 be(come) straight straighten 
7 be(come) angry anger  16 hang   hang (up) 
8 fear   frighten 17 turn over  turn over 
9 hide   hide  18 fall   drop 
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Of the nine animate verbs, only 1 is clearly transitivizing in English (namely laugh) and 
of the inanimate ones, none is. Other languages show more difference between the 
animate and inanimate verbs. For instance, in German and Russian, the animate verbs 
show more of a detransitivizing behavior than the inanimates but in Arabic and Western 
Armenian the animates are more transitivizing than the latter. Chinese is transitivizing for 
inanimates but mainly labile or suppletive for animates.  
 Augmented forms, i.e. C in Table 2, are the most frequent cross-linguistically 
and throughout the lexicon. Animates have higher rates of augmentation than 
inanimates. This means `unergatives’ are more basic than transitives. The inanimates 
can be divided into two types of verbs and here the spontaneous ones are more 
causativizing. Hence, back to Haspelmath. 
 Haspelmath (1993; 2008) formulates the following universal (that I have 
rephrased a little) and this would split the inanimate verbs of Table 3 in two: 
 
(2) Verbs of the `freeze’-type tend to be transitivizing whereas verbs of the `break’-

type tend to be detransitivizing. 
 
The inchoative/causative alternating verb pairs chosen by Haspelmath (1993) and listed 
in Table 4 are representative of this distinction. The first 15 are typically caused 
spontaneously whereas the second 15 involve an outside (human force) and the last set is 
typically suppletive. Eight verbs appear in both Tables 3 and 4, and of these 5 are the 
spontaneous, inanimate kind. 
 
Spontaneous: 
boil, freeze, dry, wake up, go/put out, sink, learn/teach, melt, stop, turn, dissolve, burn, 
destroy, fill, finish 
 
Outside force: 
begin, spread, roll, develop, get lost/lose, rise/raise, improve, rock, connect, change, 
gather, open, break, close, split 
 
die/kill. 
Table 4: Alternating verbs in Haspelmath (1993: 97; 104) and Comrie (2006: 305) 
 
Cross-linguistically (Haspelmath 1993: 104), the spontaneous action group is more 
likely to be marked for the causative in alternations and the caused group for the 
anti-causative. Haspelmath (2008) formulates another universal: 
 
(3) If a language has synthetic causal verbs corresponding to agentive (`unergative’) 

plain verbs, it also has synthetic causal verbs corresponding to patientive 
(`unaccusative’) non-causatives. 

 
Thus, an unaccusative is more likely to have the causative/inchoative alternation than the 
unergative and transitive.  
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Table 5 examines the earliest valency of Haspelmath’s spontaneous verbs. If these are 
indeed typically transitivizing, one would expect the intransitive use earlier and this is 
the case for most of them. I have used the OED, Bosworth & Toller, DOE, and CME.  
   Intransitive  Transitive 
boil   1225   1325 
freeze   1290   1513 
dry   1200   888 
wake (up)  OE   1300 
go out/put out  1225   1325 
sink   975   1300 
learn/teach  (hard to do with verbs that were transitive in OE) 
melt   eOE   eOE (same source) 
stop   1530   1225 
turn   1000   1000 
dissolve  1374   1475 
burn   1000   1000 
be destroyed/destroy 1230   1297 
afilled/fill  OE   OE 
finish   1375   1400 
Table 5: Spontaneous, labile verbs 
 
Interesting is the use of the light verb do, as in (6) and (19), showing that spontaneous 
verbs are augmented. 
 
boil 
(4) a1225 St. Margarete 247   He let hete water oð seoþinge & þo hit boillede faste. 
 `He made heat the water until cooking and then it boiled fast.’ 
(5) a1225 Juliana 172 A chetel he sette ouer þe fur. ̉ and fulde it uol of lede. Þis 

maide isei þis led boili. 
 `... saw this lead boil.’ 
(6) 1300 CM 11886 (Trinity) þei filled a leed of picche & oile / And fast duden hit 

to boile 
 `.. made it to boil.’ 
(7) c1325 Coer de L. 2831   In watyr we baylyd the blood. 
 
dry 
(8) c1200 Trin. Coll. Hom. 155 Sum of þe sed ful uppe þe ston and dride þere. 
 `... (it) dried there.’ 
(9) c888 Ælfred Boethius 39.13 Se hata sumor drygþ and gearwaþ sæd and bleda. 
 `... dries ... seeds and leaves.’ 
 
wake (up) – change of state, not keep a wake 
(10) c885    K. Ælfred tr. Gregory Pastoral Care 459   Ðæt we onwæcnen of slæpe. 
(11) 1275 Laȝamon Brut (Otho) (1978) l. 12759   Þo he woc [Calig. awoc] of sleape.  
 `.. he awoke.’ 
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(12) c1400 N. Love tr. Bonaventura Mirror Life Christ (1908) xl. 221 After this prayer 
oure lorde Jesu tornede aȝeyn to his disciples, and woke ham. 

 `... woke them.’ 
(13) 1513 G. Douglas Virgil Æneid viii. viii. 7 The blysfull lycht‥A~walkynnit king 

Euander. 
 
dissolve 
(14) c1374 Chaucer Boethius i. pr. iii. 10 Þe cloudes of sorowe dissolued and don 

awey, I took hevene, and receyuede mynde ... 
 ‘the clouds of sorrow dissolved and done away with, I saw the sky again and 

came to my senses.’ 
(15) c1380  Wyclif Wks III. 68   Men axen comounly, whi salt is dissolved þus 
(16) a1475    Bk. Quinte Essence 9   Putte þanne yn þe watir corosyue, Sal armoniac; 

and þat watir wiþoute doute wole dissolue gold into watir. 
 
destroy 
(17) c1230 Ancr R (Corpus) 198  hire lond al destruet 
(18) 1300 CM 6544 (Cotton) For to destru þair cursed hede. 
(19) 1300 CM 22133 (Cotton) Bot first he sal do alle destru / þat halud was of ur 

lauerd iesu 
 
finish 
(20) a1375 William of Palerne (1867) l. 3934 Þus was þat ferli fiȝt finched þat time. 
 `Thus was the dangerous fight finished that time.’ 
(21) a1400 Morte Arth. 4255 Qwene they had ffenyste þis feghte. 
 
Transitive use is typically earlier with externally caused verbs: 
 
   Intransitive  Transitive 
begin (variants) OE   OE   
spread    1300   1200 
roll   1325   1325 
develop  1864   1592 
get lost/lose  OE   OE 
rise   OE   1500 
     /raise  (1526)   1200 
improve  1650   1449 
rock   1398   lOE 
connect  --   1691 
change   1275 (Otho)  1225 
gather   OE   OE 
open   1200/1250  OE 
break   1175   OE 
close   1385   1200 (Caligula and Otho) 
split   1590   1595 
Table 6: Externally caused, labile verbs 
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change 
(22) c1275 Laȝamon Brut 3791 Þo changede [1205 twineden] hire þonkes. 
(23) c1330 Mannyng Chron (1810) 148   On þe fifte day changed þer wynde. 
(24) a1225 St. Margaret  3   Olibrius‥changede his chere. 
 
split 
(25) 1590 Greene Neuer...  i. 55 a man would haue thought all would haue split again. 
(26) 1595 Shakespeare Henry VI I stabde your fathers, now come split my brest. 
 
Concluding:  
- difference between the Haspelmath and Nichols et al. tables 
- basic valency for spontaneous – caused differs, see Tables 5 and 6. 
- possible results:  cross-linguistically, transitivizing is basic 
 unergative verbs and spontaneous alternating verbs 

transitivize; caused alternating ones detransitivize. 
 
4 Chinese 
Chinese is very relevant to the issue of basic valency since it has been argued that state 
and activity (atelic) verbs are mono-syllabic and accomplishment and achievement 
(telic) verbs are derived. For instance, J. Lin (2004) suggests that Chinese mono-
syllabic verbs can only be activity and state verbs. Examples of activities are fei `fly’, 
tiao `jump’, he `drink’, and chi `eat’; change of state verbs have another verb. 
 
(27) wo he-wan  le. 

1sg drink-finish LE, ‘I drank up.’ (Hui-Ling Yang p.c.) 
 
Since both inchoatives and causatives are typically telic, this might change the numbers 
in Table 2 above. T-H. Lin (2001: 33-34) argues that causatives are always derived from 
inchoatives by means of another verbal element; a mono-syllabic causative is 
ungrammatical. 
 
(28) Laozhang/mutou/taifeng da-po  (le) chuangzi. 
 L/wood/typhoon  hit-break  LE window 
 'Laozhang/wood/typhoon broke the window.'   
(29) Chuangzi po le 
 window  break LE,  `The window broke.' 
(30) *Laozhang/mutou/taifeng po  (le) chuangzi 
 Laoshang/wood/typhoon  break LE window 
 'Laozhang/wood/typhoon broke the window.'  
 (all adapted from Lin 2001: 33-34; Hui-Ling Yang p.c.) 
 
Yang (2011), in agreement with Nichols et al., shows that verbs such as kai `open’ and 
gua `hang’ are labile in Chinese. However, these verbs, as (31) shows, require `le’3. 
Sentence (34)  shows a derived causative. Note the obligatory le in all! 
                                                 
3 This may be more complex. J-W Lin (2003: 272) quotes Bohnemeyer and Swift (2001) who argue that 
“atelic predicates require merely imperfective aspect for the entailment of realization, whereas telic 
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(31) men kai le 
 door open LE,  `The door opened/is opening’. 
(32) *men kai. 
(33) ta kai le men 
 he open LE door 
 `he opened the door.’ 
(34) ta tui-kai  le men 
 3S push-open LE door, 
 `he pushed the door open.’ (Hui-Ling Yang p.c.) 
 
Sentence (34) indicates the manner and the force and may in fact be a renewal for the kai 
that is labile. 
 Lin (2004) claims that le (了) is a change of state marker, which changes an 
activity into a result, and the unaccusative is ungrammatical without le. 4 
 
(35) ta zou le.  
 3sg walk LE,   ‘He left.’ 
(36) huo.che lai le. 
 train  come LE, 'Here arrives the train.' (Hui-Ling Yang p.c.) 
 
This use of le as change of state marker is not surprising since its origin is as a verb liao 
meaning `finish’ (see Wu 2004: 234). According to Hui-Ling Yang (p.c.), Southern Min 
still preserves this verbal usage. 
 
(37) gua tsiah liau a.    Southern Min 
 1sg eat finish PART 
 ‘I finished eating.’ 
 
If le is needed for inchoatives and causatives, the picture for Chinese in Table 2 will be 
different and the basic valency is instead an atelic one. Although le seems to be more 
inceptive than inchoative in (38), the basic point on inchoatives and causatives as both 
derived remains. 
(38) tang wo he le,  danshi mei he-wan . 
 Soup 1sg drink LE, but NEG drink-finish 
 ‘Soup, I drank it, but I didn’t drink it up.’ (Hui-Ling Yang p.c.) 
 
Other than le, we often need a locative or directional phrase to make  the event resultative. 
                                                                                                                                                 
predicates require minimally perfective aspect to entail realization” and Lin continues “when le occurs with 
an atelic predicate, the aspectual viewpoint is imperfective; when it occurs with a telic predicate, the 
aspectual viewpoint is perfective. It follows from this that when le occurs with an atelic predicate and no 
overt time adverb appears, the covert tense must be present tense ... This analysis also entails that 
combination of le with a telic predicate ... yields a past reading”. 
4 The properties of le have been analyzed many different ways and I won’t go into them here, except for 
one alternative that looks promising, namely Singh (1998) who argues that the perfective may be used with 
accomplishment verbs with the meaning that the situation has reached an endpoint but not the natural 
endpoint. 
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(39) shu dao zai lu bian. 
 tree fall LOC road side,  ‘The tree fell to the road side.’ 
(40) shu dao xia lai le. 
 tree fall down come LE, ‘The tree fell down.’ 
 
How about denominal and deadjectival verbs?  
T-H. Lin (2001) argues that, unlike in English, the Modern Chinese light verb does not 
attract the adjective to it and that only verbs move to the light v.  
 
(41) *kuan  na-ge  churu-kou   Modern Chinese 
 wide  that-CL  entrance, 'to widen that entrance'. (T-H. Lin 2001: 333) 
 
Similarly, nouns cannot move to V and then to v in Chinese. T-H. Lin shows that Archaic 
Chinese, as in (42), was more like Modern English and that movement to v was lost. 
 
(42) guang  zhi      Archaic Chinese 
 wide  it 'to widen it'  (T-H. Lin 2001: 332 quoting Wang 1980) 
 
Table 7 was constructed by a native speaker of Chinese without consulting Nichols et al’s 
(2004: 205-207) data. In a number of cases, the results are different.  

Table 7: Alternating verbs in Chinese (from Yang 2011) 

 S   A and O  S   A and O 
1  C xiao le   dou xiao 10  C gun/kai/shu le     zhu-gun/zhu-kai/zhu-shu 
 ‘laugh’   ‘make laugh’  ‘boil’     ‘boil’ 
2  C si le   sha(-si) le 11  C jiao le   zhu-jiao le 
 ‘die’   `kill’   ‘burn’   ‘burn’ 
3   zuo xia   ?  12  C po le   da-po le 
 ‘sit’   ‘seat’   ‘break’   ‘break’ 
4  S chi   wei  13  L kai le   kai le 
 ‘eat’   ‘feed’   ‘open’   ‘open’ 
5  S xue   jiao  14  C gan le   hong-gan le 
 ‘learn’   ‘teach’   ‘dry’   ‘(make) dry’ 
6  E kan-dao le  gei/rang kan 15  C zhi le    tang-zhi le 
 ‘see’   ‘show’   ‘be(come) straight’ ‘straighten’ 
7  L sheng-qi le  sheng-qi le 16  L gua le   gua le 
 ‘be(come) angry’ ‘anger’   ‘hang/lean’  ‘hang (up)’ 
8  C (hai) pa (le)  rang hai-pa 17  C fan le   chui-fan le 
 ‘fear’   ‘frighten’  ‘turn over’  ‘turn over’ 
9  S duo qi-lai le  cang le  18  C diao le   chui-diao le 
 ‘hide’   ‘hide’   ‘fall’   ‘drop’ 

Nichols et al’s data (pp. 205-207) are somewhat similar except that they do not mark the 
le and sometimes mention the necessity of a light verb ba, e.g. with kai. There are a few 
tendencies from Table 7: animates have show variety; inanimates are more 
causativising, but especially the spontaneous ones, gun ‘boil’, jiao ‘burn’, gan ‘dry’, and 
fan `turn’. 
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 Concluding about Chinese: activity and stative verbs are basic as long as they 
are non-telic. 
 
5 Acquisition 
Can acquisition (and processing) say something on universal basic valency?  
 
Unaccusative states 
Ryan (2008) argues that Themes are used first in (Spanish) first language acquisition and 
a Theme-preference can definitely be seen in Tomasello’s (1992) data from an English-
learning child between one and two years of age. The use of e.g. gone is frequent as a 
one-word utterance at a year and 4 months and there are 50 instances of gone with a 
Theme between 1;5.26 and 1:8.05. Another frequent unaccusative is stuck (33 single verb 
and 19 with a Theme). 
 
(43) raisins gone (Tomasello 1992: 288, T. 1;6.06) 
(44) baby stuck (Tomasello 1992: 326, T. 1;5.16) 
 
The use of unergatives, as in (45) and (46),  is much less frequent than that of 
unaccusatives in (43) and (44). There is only one single word occurrence of crying; 4 
others have an Agent, and 1 is unclear. Walking has only 2 instance of which 1 has an 
Agent 
 
(45) baby crying (Tomasello 1992: 351, T. 1;5.25) 
(46) Fred walking pillow (Tomasello 1992: 351, T. 1;8.24) 
 
Alternating verbs 
As to the inchoative/anti-causative alternation, Tomasello’s (1992) data show that verbs 
such as open are very common (47 instances of one-word and combinations) and almost 
all of those express the Theme, as in (47) with the causer implied; only three have an 
overt causer, as in (48) to (50). 
 
(47) open door (Tomasello 1992: 333, T. 1;5.27) 
(48) snake open (Tomasello 1992: 333, T. 1;6.21) 
(49) daddy open this top (Tomasello 1992: 334, T. 1;7.22) 
(50) watch me open doors (Tomasello 1992: 334, T. 1;7.30) 
 
Open is a verb of the break-type, as is close. The latter is used 16 times, many with an it 
object; again the causer is mostly implied: 
 
(51) Close it this door (Tomasello 1992: 334, T. 1;7.23) 
 
Drop and break/broke(n) are also verbs that are more often caused. The former appears 
17 times in expected context. Break appears only 3 times but all with causers (implied); 
broke(n) occurs 8 times with a Theme. 
 
(52) drop it ice (Tomasello 1992: 336, T. 1;7.13) 
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(53) Weezer break my mirror (Tomasello 1992: 337, T. 1;8.19) 
 
Turning to the spontaneous ones, burn is difficult and occurs once; stop is mainly 
causative (with 12 instances). Fall-down is also frequent with 33 instances. These are a 
few overgeneralizations, as in (55). 
 
(54) burn this fire (wants to put stick in fire, Tomasello 349, T 1: 7.19) 
(55) Fall-down garbage (pushing garbage, Tomasello 1992: 335, T. 1;6.28) 
 
Brooks et al. (1999ab) found that children use intransitives more transitively than v.v. 
There are persistent errors in causativization though Bowerman & Croft (2008) argue the 
relatively low number of errors causativizing volitional verbs is because kids don’t talk 
about this much. 
 
(56) How come you had a little trouble going it?  (Bowerman 1974, C. 3:5) 
 
Further Qs:  
-How does acquisition work in a typically detransitivizing language such as Russian? 
Polinsky (2006) reports on L2 having trouble detransitivizing; Chumak-Horbatsch (1994) 
about Ukrainian first verbs that are similar to English. 
-Processing and acquisition. Is there a difference between spontaneous vs causable labile 
verbs? McKoon & MacFarland (2000: 833), looking at a slightly different set of verbs, 
argue that internal causation verbs, such as bloom, are easier to process than external 
causation verbs, such as explode. 
-How does the child know? 
 
Concluding: transitivizing tendency. Unaccusatives are frequent; unergatives are less 
frequent but often have –ing. The verbs that are cross-linguistically detransitivising are A 
and O verbs here. 
 
 
6 More on the history of English 
6.1 OE valency 
Nichols et al’s table, as we saw, includes many different types of verbs, with different 
semantic roles. In Table 8, the left-hand column lists verbs with one argument (which 
may be Agent, Experiencer, or Theme, the middle column has two arguments, one of 
which is a Theme and the other is an Agent or Experiencer, and the right-most column 
has two or three argument, two of which are a Causer and a Theme. In Old English, ge- 
has a transitivizing/perfectivizing function. Thus, brecan and byrnan are durative 
(intransitives) and gebrecan and gebyrnan/forbyrnan are perfectivizing (transitives). 
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Intransitive  Transitive   Causative 
hlihhan `laugh’ behliehhan `laugh over’ gesettan to hlæhtre `make laugh’ 
steorfan/sweltan `die’     acwellan `kill’ 
sittan `sit’  settan `place’    
etan `eat’  etan `eat’   (a)fedan `feed’ 
--   gefrignan/(ge)learnian `learn’ (ge)læran/(ge)tæcan `teach’ 
(ge)seon `see’  locian `look’   sceawian `show’ 
abelgan `be angry’ abelgan `anger’ 
(ge)aforhtian `be afraid’ forhtian `fear’ (=psych V) afyrhtan `frighten’   
hydan (refl) `hide’ hydan `hide’  
 
weallan `boil’  (a)brædan `boil’ 
brinnan `burn’      bærnan `burn’  
brecan `break’      brecan `break’ 
openian `open’     openian `open’ 
adruwian `dry up’     dryg(e)an `dry’ 
--   (ge)rihtan `restore, make straight’ 
hangian `hang’ hon `hang’ 
tyrnan/turnian `turn’ tyrnan `turn’ 
feallan `fall’  fellan `fell’ 
Table 8: Verb pairs in Old English 5 
 
6.2 Intransitive tendency? 
Visser (1963: 97-188) lists a group that never has an O. However, that is too strong a 
claim. The intransitives are of various kinds, durative unergatives and inchoative 
unaccusatives. 
 
(57) ðæt hi mægen iernan & fleon to ðæs lareowes mode 
 ‘that they may run and flee to the teacher’s heart.’ (Pastoral Care, Hatton 103. 22) 
(58) Ðonne feallað ða truman ceastra,  
 ðonne ða mod ðe Dryhtne ungeferu sint weorðað gesciende. 
 Then fall the strong castles, then the minds that God impenetrable are be shamed 
 ‘When the strong castles fall, the minds that are impenetrable to God are brought 
 to shame.’  (Pastoral Care, Hatton 245.22-24) 
 
Visser (1963: 98) lists 223 Old English examples of exclusively intransitive verbs, e.g. 
 
(59) aberstan ‘burst out, escape’, ablican ‘shine’, ablinan ‘cease, desist’, æfnian 
‘become evening’, æmtian ‘be empty’, ærnan ‘run’, ætfellan ‘fall away’, ætglidan 
‘disappear’, ætslidan ‘slip, glide’, ætspringan ‘rush forth’, aferscan ‘become fresh’, 
afulian ‘to rot’, alatian ‘to grow sluggish’, aleoran ‘to depart/flee’, ascortian ‘become 
short/pass away’, aslapan ‘slumber’, berstan ‘break’, bifian ‘tremble/shake’, blinnan 
‘cease’, brogdian, brogdettan ‘tremble’, bugan ‘bow down/bend’, cidan ‘quarrel, chide’, 
cirman ‘cry (out)’, climban ‘climb’, cloccian ‘cluck/make noise’, clum(m)ian 

                                                 
5 Various sources were used: Bosworth & Toller, the OED, Buck (1949), and the Historical Thesaurus.. 
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‘mumble/mutter’, clymmian ‘climb’, cneatian ‘argue’, cneowian ‘kneel, know carnally’, 
cnitian ‘dispute’, creopan ‘crawl’, cuman ‘come, approach, arrive’.  
 
A few not clear: 
(60) ne ablin þu ðæt ðu begunnen hæfst 
 not cease you that you begun have 
 ‘Don’t cease what you have begun.’  (Aelfric Homilies I, 426.9-10) 
(61) Hwilum eac ðonne mon ðæm ricum cidan sceal 
 sometimes also then man the rich chide shall 
 ‘Sometimes, one also has to rebuke a rich person’.  
 (Alfred, Pastoral Care, Hatton, 185.9-10) 
 
Modern English only has 58 exclusively intransitive verbs, based on the pre-1933 OED. 
Of his 58 verbs, 26 remain as exclusively intransitive in non-archaic Modern English.  
 
(62) appear, arise, balbutiate, beetle, blossom, booze, bugle, caper, caterwaul, cleave 
(adhere), coexist, cohere, coincide, collapse, compete, concur, co-operate, crochet, 
depend, didder, die, disagree, disappear, elope, exist, exult, lie, gab, gambol, glimpse, 
glisten, glitter, gruntle, gyrate, halt, interfere, last, limp, lurk, lurch, luxuriate, migrate, 
prate, pullulate, recur, reluct, result, roister, sally, secede, shimmer, strive, swoon, 
thrive, ululate, vacillate, wax, yap. (Visser 1963: 100) 
 
To the 26 bolded intransitives in present-day English in (17), a few exclusively 
intransitive verbs can be added e.g. arrive, remain, seem, and go. So, 223 Old English 
intransitive verbs have dwindled to probably 30 or 40 in Modern English.  
 
6.3 Labile verbs 
Labile verbs are “considerably less numerous” in Old English (Visser 98) and number 55: 
 
(63) abrecan ‘break’, abreoðan ‘unsettle/ruin’, acirran ‘turn’, acumen ‘come’, 
acweccan ‘shake’, acwician ‘quicken/revive’, ætiewan ‘show’, ætstandan ‘stand/remain’, 
aslacian ‘become/make slack’, baðian ‘bathe’, blawan ‘blow’, blissian ‘be glad/make 
glad’, brecan ‘break’, bregdan ‘move quickly/shake’, buan ‘live’, byrnan ‘burn’, cierran 
‘turn’, clipian ‘speak, cry out’, cwanian ‘lament/mourn’, dragan ‘drag’, dwelian ‘go/lead 
astray’, dwellan ‘wander/lead astray’, eardian ‘live/inhabit’, fleon ‘fly/flee’, fon ‘take’, 
geotan ‘pour’, gladian ‘be glad/rejoice’, healdan ‘hold/procede’, hefigan ‘become/make 
heavy’, hildan ‘lean/hold’, hlænan ‘lean/cause to lean’, hweorfan/hwierfan ‘turn/change’, 
lacan ‘jump/play’, læstan ‘follow/endure’, langian ‘long for/lengthen’, mieran 
‘scatter/disturb’, miswendan ‘err/abuse’, ofergan ‘traverse’, oferfaran ‘traverse’, openian 
‘open’, plegan ‘move’, sadian ‘weary’, samnian ‘assemble/meet’, sargian ‘suffer/cause 
pain’, sarian ‘become painful/feel sorry for’, scotian ‘move rapidly’, spyrian ‘go/pursue’, 
tolicgan ‘lie/separate’, tostregdan ‘scatter’, tostencan ‘scatter’, tydran ‘produce’, 
þeostrian ‘darken’, þringan ‘press (on)’, wanian ‘diminish’, wlitigian ‘become/make 
beautiful’ 
 
Hermodsson (1952: 196-207) adds 27: 
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(64) āðīestrian 'darken', ahnescian 'become soft/make soft', brædan 'broaden/grow', 
dælan ‘divide’, gedieglan ‘hide’,  drygan 'become dry/dry', hlīewan 'become warm/warm', 
stillan 'be still/quiet', ābiterian 'become bitter/make bitter', cwician 'come to life/enliven', 
gōdian 'be better/make better', heardian 'harden/make hard', hefegian 'become 
heavy/make heavy', hlænian 'become lean/make lean', hluttrian 'become clean/clean', 
lytlian 'lessen/decrease', gemetgian 'moderate oneself/moderate', micelian 'become 
great/increase', minsian 'diminish', nearwian 'become smaller/make smaller', openian 
'open', swīðian 'become strong/strengthen', swutulian/sweotolian 'become manifest/make 
clear', ðiccian 'thicken', ðynnian 'become thin/make thin', yfelian 'become bad/make bad', 
wendan ‘change’. 
 
As in (65) a. Ond seldon in hatum baðum heo baðian wolde 
  and seldom in hot bath she bathe would,  
  ‘and she would seldom bathe in hot water.’  
  (Bede 4.19; Visser 1963: 99, Miller’s edition 1891: 318.15-16) 
 b. and wolde seld-hwænne hire lice baðian butan to heahtidum 
  ‘and would seldom bathe her body except at high-holidays.’ 
  (Aelfric, Lives; from Visser 1963: 99, as in Skeat 1881: 434.44-45) 
 
So 55 + 27 = 82!  
 
A few aren’t certain, e.g. Visser lists byrnan ‘burn’ as labile, as does Bosworth and 
Toller’s Dictionary. I follow Bammesberger (1965: 38-39) who considers the intransitive 
strong verb beornan and the transitive weak one bærnan separate, i.e. not labile.  
 
(66) a. heofoncandel barn 
  candle burned,  ‘the candle burned’. (Exodus 115) 
 b. swa …  fyr wudu byrneð 
  such … fire wood burns      ‘As the fire burns the wood.’ (ParPs, 82.10) 
 
According to McMillion (2006: 223-232), there are over 800 labile verbs in Modern 
English that alternate between causative and anticausative, e.g.: 
 
(67) accumulate, begin, blow up, boil, break, burn, change, close, continue, crack, 
crash, develop, dim, dissolve, dry, end, explode, freeze, grow, hang, improve, increase, 
melt, move, open, pop, roast, roll, shake, sink, split, spread, stabilize, turn. 
 
So 80  800! 
 
Concluding, (a) a loss of purely intransitive verbs and therefore an increase in transitivity 
towards Modern English, and (b) an increase in labile verbs towards Modern English.  
 
6.4 Valency changing processes 
The causative/anticausative alternation in older Germanic and Old English: a -j in early 
Germanic and -i in Old English. Depending on one’s point of view, this affix has either 
disappeared from Old English or is still somewhat productive. The weak -jan verbs in 
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Gothic are derived from strong intransitive verbs, as in (a), nouns, as in (b), or adjectives, 
as in (c).  
 
a. ur-reisan ‘arise’  > ur-raisjan ‘to make arise’ 
 sliupan ‘walk silently’  > af-slaupjan ‘to make slip away’ 
 brinnan ‘burn’ intr.  > ga-brannjan ‘to burn something’ 
 sitan ‘sit’   >  satjan ‘to put’ 
 drigkan ‘drink’  > drakjan ‘make drink’ 
 ligan ‘lie’   > lagjan ‘lay’ 
 -redan ‘prepare’  > rodjan ‘make think’ 
b. stains ‘stone’   > stainjan ‘to stone’ 
 doms ‘judgment’  > domjan ‘to judge’ 
 wens ‘hope’   > wenjan ‘to hope’ 
c. laus ‘loose’   > lausjan ‘to loosen’ 
 hails ‘whole’   > hailjan ‘to heal’ 
 blinds ‘blind’   > gablindjan ‘to blind’ 
Table 9: Gothic weak causatives (van Hamel 1931: 186-187; Prokosch 1939: 153; 

Ottosson 2009: 35; Krahe & Meid 1967; and Suzuki 1989: 178-180). 
 
Lass (1994: 166) says that, by Old English, the function of -i as causativizer is visible 
only in a small group of verbs; similar to Visser, Bosworth & Toller, and Ottosson (2009: 
51). Possible derivation: 
 
(68)  vP     vP 
 ei   ei 
 DP  v’   DP  v’ 
 (he) ei >  ei 
  v  VP   v  VP 
  -i ei   ei 
   DP  V’   DP  V’ 
   God ei   ey 
    V  AP   V   AP 
    glad  glad  
 
 
Byrnan and gladian: the anticausative strong verb alternates with the causative weak i-
verb. Ottosson (2009: 50) lists additional verbs: 
 
(69) drēopan 'drop' and drīepan 'moisten',  
 belgan 'be/become angry' and ābielgan 'irritate',  
 hweorfan 'turn/go/die' and hwierfan 'turn/destroy ', 
 meltan 'melt, burn up, be digested' and mieltan 'melt/purge',  
 sincan 'sink’ and sencan 'sink, submerge/drown',  
 springan 'jump/burst forth/spread' and sprengan 'scatter/burst',  
 nesan 'escape from/be saved' and nerian 'save/protect',  
 sīgan 'sink/fall/move' and sæægan 'cause to sink/fell/destroy',  
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 scrincan 'shrink/wither' and screncan 'cause to shrink',  
 feallan 'fall/flow/die' and fiellan 'fell/defeat/destroy'. 
 
In ME, a productive new causativizer appears, namely -en. According to the OED, 
“[m]ost of the words of this type seem to have been formed in late Middle English or 
early modern English, on the analogy of a few verbs which came down from Old English 
or were adopted from Old Norse.”  
 
(70)  awaken, blacken, brighten, broaden, cheapen, coarsen, dampen, darken, deafen, 
deepen, fasten, fatten, flatten, freshen, frighten, gladden, harden, hasten, hearten, heighten, 
lengthen, lessen, lighten, loosen, madden, moisten, neaten, quicken, quieten, redden, 
ripen, roughen, sadden, sharpen, shorten, sicken, slacken, smarten, soften, stiffen, 
straighten, strengthen, sweeten, tauten, tighten, toughen, waken, weaken, whiten, widen, 
worsen (based on Earle 1880: 291, Skeat 1892: 275-276, and Levin & Rappaport Hovav 
1995: 96). 
 
and causative: 
(71) brown, clean, clear, cool, crisp, dim, dirty, dry, dull, empty, even, firm, level, 
loose, mellow, muddy, narrow, open, pale, quiet, round, shut, slack, slim, slow, smooth, 
sober, sour, steady, tame, tan, tense, thin, warm, yellow  
 
less productive (Latin and Greek origin): 
(72) advertize, baptize, Christianize, computerize, customize, emphasize, fertilize, 
generalize, hospitalize, legalize, legitimize, maximize, mesmerize, mobilize, modernize, 
nasalize, neutralize, optimize, organize, patronize, rationalize, romanticize, stabilize, 
subsidize, summarize, symbolize, sympathize, systematize, utilize, visualize. 
 
and non-productive: 
(73) accelerate, accumulate, activate, ameliorate, assassinate, captivate, decapitate, 
decarbonate, decimate, defoliate, dehydrate, desiccate, deteriorate, disintegrate, eradicate, 
escalate, estimate, evaporate, exculpate, expostulate, fabricate, germinate, indicate, 
integrate, invalidate, liquidate, marinate, mitigate, nominate, operate, postulate, relocate, 
separate, venerate. 
(74) beatify, beautify, calcify, certify, clarify, codify, deify, dignify, diversify, dulcify, 
edify, falsify, electrify, gentrify, horrify, humidify, identify, intensify, justify, liquefy, 
modify, mollify, mortify, mummify, mystify, nullify, ossify, qualify, ratify, satisfy, 
scarify, simplify, solidify, stultify, transmogrify, unify, vilify.  
 
Concluding. Modern English has an increase in lability due to morphological loss. 
Old English  Vanticausative + -i = Vcausative 
       
Middle/ 
 Modern English V + zero = V 
Figure 1: Increase in anticausative--causative lability 
 
 Modern English has some causatives: -en and zero; similar to the Germanic -j pattern. 
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6.5 Increase in transitivity: affecting the Theme argument, specifically lability 
between intransitives and transitives 
 
The object is affected by many changes: case changes from inherent to structural, 
genitive is lost as indefinite, aspectual ge- is lost, and new definiteness markers appear in 
the form of articles, all by late Old English.  
 
ærnan ‘to run’   > geærnan ‘to reach’ 
feran ‘to go’   > geferan ‘to reach’ 
gan ‘to go'   > gegan ‘to overrun, subdue' 
hyran ‘to hear’  > gehyran ‘to learn about’ 
restan ‘to rest'   > gerestan ‘to give rest' 
winnan ‘to labor, toil'  > gewinnan ‘to gain, conquer' 
wadan ‘to go’   > gewadan ‘to traverse’ 
Table 10: Theme-increasing alternations involving ge- in Old English 
 
(75) adruwian ‘dry up’  aswapan ‘sweep off, clean’ 
 bedrincan ‘absorb’  belucan ‘enclose’ 
 forswelgan ‘swallow up’  formeltan ‘melt away’ 
 forðbringan ‘produce’  forðsiþian ‘go forth, die’ 
 fulfremman ‘fulfill’   fullbetan ‘satisfy’ 
 oflætan ‘give up’  oftredan ‘tread down’ 
 oferhelian ‘conceal’  ofergan ‘overrun’ 
 tobeatan ‘beat apart’  tosyndrian ‘separate’ 
 þurhtrymman ‘corroborate’  þurhdreogan ‘carry through’ 
 ymbhringan ‘surround’  ymbhycgan ‘consider’ 
 (from Brinton 1988: 202-203). 
 
I assume that the semantics of a root, e.g. swelg-an ‘swallow’ and fer-an ‘to go’, combine 
with an aspectual element, e.g. for- in (76) and ge- for gefer-an ‘to reach’, as in (77). The 
verb fer-an is a durative intransitive whereas gefer-an is a perfective and telic transitive. 
 
(76) leofes mannes lic eall forswealg. 
 dear man’s body all up-swallowed 
 ‘He swallowed up the entire body.’ (Beowulf 2080) 
(77) ða ferdon þa Pihtas & geferdon þis land norþanweard  
 Then went the Picts and entered this land northward 
 `Then went the Picts and conquered the land northward.’ (Peterborough 

Chronicle Preface) 
 
 The changes that occur involve a loss of the specific Case, “assigned” by [i-
measure], and a change of the function of the marker ge- connected with these. This all 
occurs in late Old English, e.g. in the last part of the Peterborough Chronicle. The 
grammaticalization of the have and be auxiliaries is of course an earlier phenomenon. 
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(78) hefde numen Fulkes eorles gingre dohter  
 ‘had taken the younger daughter of count Fulk.' (Peterborough Chronicle, 1124) 
(79) Headda abbot heafde ær gewriton hu Wulfhere ...  
 ‘Headda the abbot had before written how Wulfhere ...' (Peterborough Chronicle, 

963 Interpolation) 
 
Thus, a reanalysis takes place of the features connected with various categories: the 
demonstratives lose their interpretable deictic features to become articles, the aspectual 
perfectivizing prefixes are lost, and Case is not longer inherent. What about reflexive 
verbs? 
 Mustanoja (1960: 429-430) sees a tendency whereby transitive verbs develop into 
intransitives and blames that partly on “the inherent aversion of English speakers to the 
reflexive form”. This aversion would lead to a loss of transitivity. In this section, I review 
some of the changes that take place and show that it is hard to speak of a loss of 
transitivity in this case. 
 Ogura (1989: 5-6, 71ff), Peitsara (1997), and König & Vezzosi (2004), to name 
but a few, have argued that verbs expressing typically self-directed activities show less 
marking by objects and those expressing other-directed activities have more. Figure 2 
shows what is meant to be a continuum. In Old English, for instance, other-directed verbs 
are more likely to have optional self when the action is not other-directed.  
 
typical towards another  ambiguous  typical towards oneself 
(help, kill, attack, kiss)  (see)   (wash, shave, shame, defend)  
 
MORE  marking       LESS marking 
 
Judas hine sylfne aheng      þæt we us gehydan mægon 
Judas him-ACC self-ACC hanged    that we us hide may 
‘Judas hanged himself.'     ‘that we can hide ourselves.’  
Figure 2: Type of Reflexive verb 
 
However, this is not absolute. For instance, the self-directed verb (ge)scamian ‘shame’ 
occurs without object, with a simple pronominal object, as well as with a pronoun 
followed by self. In Modern English, the same indeterminacy occurs, e.g. wash is other-
directed (four-times more other directed than self-directed in 100 arbitrary hits from the 
BNC) but most self-directed verbs are not marked by a pronoun. 
 
(80) It is our custom to bathe in the streams near my home very often and wash 

always before eating. (BNC - C85 1859) 
 
Even though changes in reflexive marking are relevant to the valency and aspect (see e.g. 
Cennamo 2010), I think that these are relatively independent of each other in the history 
of English.  
 In conclusion to Section6, in Germanic, a suffix derives causatives by adding an 
Agent to the Theme of the anticausative verb and a prefix derives transitives by adding a 
Theme to the Agent. In typological terms, that makes the basic valency of Germanic 
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intransitive. By late Old English, however, these affixes are no longer transparent to the 
learner and verbs are reanalyzed as labile, with lability for the anticausative--causative 
alternation as well as lability for the intransitive—transitive one. Figure 3 visualizes the 
reasons behind these increases of lability, building on Figure 1.  
 
Old English V intransitive   + -i > V causative   
  (anticausative) 
     0 
Middle  V intransitive  =  V causative 
 
Old English V intransitive   + ge- > V transitive   
 
     0 
Middle  V intransitive  =  V transitive 
Figure 3: Increases in lability  
 
In Old English, weak causative verbs derive from strong intransitives by means of the 
addition of the -i affix. When this affix disappears, the verbs become the same on the 
surface, i.e. labile. A similar increase in labile verbs occurs when the transitivizing and 
perfectivizing prefixes on intransitives disappear.  
 
7 Summary and conclusion 
Do languages have a basic valency? Certain verbs are universally more often linked to 
one argument (e.g. freeze) and others to two arguments (e.g. open), as argued for in 
Haspelmath. However, it is hard to claim a basic valency for specific languages. 
 
The dependence of syntactic verb patterns to semantic features of these verbs speaks for a 
partial projectionist account.  
 
If there is a basic valency in Germanic, it is intransitive and this includes Old English. 
Many changes take place in the history of English that are related to a discontinuation of 
marking causatives and transitives morphologically. As a result of morphological opacity, 
many verbs become labile and they lose the ‘basic valency’ of intransitive.  
 
Event and thematic structure 
What does current theoretical work tell us? Pietroski (2005); Exo-Endo debate (Borer)? 
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